Epic® inserting system

Insert more at the
speed of right.
Fast. Smart. Accurate.

Master multiple formats
faster, all on one machine.

93%

The Epic inserting system
helped a client process
235k pieces in a 12 hour
shift with 93% overall
efficiency.
®

It’s difficult for any high-volume
transaction mailer or service provider
to anticipate the equipment profiles
required to meet your market’s
fluctuating demands. We decided
to make it easier. So, the world-class
engineers of BlueCrest simplified
elements of our globally proven
inserting system, so you can move
more efficiently from job to job and
from letters to flats. It’s called the
Epic inserting system.

Built on an industryproven design, the
Epic inserter can:
• Process simple and complex runs
more profitably.
• Make changeovers repeatable and
consistent via automated setup.
• Easily switch between letter and
flats in minutes.
• Lower labor costs while raising
operator productivity.
• Achieve greater yields and
operational performance.
• Simplify capacity planning.
The results of their innovative
engineering helps make uptime more
productive, reduces labor and material
costs and helps increase profits.

“The versatility and flexibility of
the Epic will change the way we
manage our production floor.”
— Large Service Provider in UK
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The high-speed
yield gives you a
competitive advantage.
Epic delivers a higher yield per operator
for simple and complex jobs, due
in part to a flattened learning curve
and significantly reduced, repeatable
make-ready times. The dynamic skew
correction lowers
the risk of a stoppage. Plus, fewer
outsorts lessen the need for costly
reconciliation and reprocessing.
Other advantages of Epic include:
• Multi-format solution that
eliminates the need to invest
in dedicated systems
• Simplified production planning
with increased capacity and better
asset utilization
• Greater operational yield, particularly
on complex transactional mail.
• Extend uptime with easier access
to components and faster mean
time to repair
• The predictable yield lets you
confidently quote and meet SLAs
for simple and complex jobs.

Plus Speed option delivers
up to 14% greater productivity
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The ideal combination
of speed and accuracy
The enhanced precision material
control of the Epic® inserter amplifies
the yield of even the most complex
mailing. Now, you can confidently
quote and meet aggressive — and more
profitable — SLAs for simple
and complex jobs because Epic can:

• Accurately and easily account
for all pieces within a job.
• Achieve higher yield and maximum
system uptime with BlueCrest
enhanced motion control platform.
• Reduce spoilage and job
reconciliation requirements
through dynamic on-the-fly
corrective adjustments.
• Process complex mail with
real-time, integrated, end-to
end tracking and control.

Process wide range of
materials with rotary
and friction feeders

Enhanced material control
enables greater operational
yield for complex
applications

Mail-stream merge with
auto resynchronization

High-speed complex
continuous form and
cut sheet processing
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Process more formats from single panels to booklets

Enhanced flexibility with 60%
greater flats filling capability

Experience improved workcell
efficiency and quality with
NoTouch Changeover

Plus speed option
with up to 14% greater
productivity

Ergonomic, high capacity
feeders
and stackers

“Now we can actually automate smaller flats jobs
with the confidence that we can be back to high
speed inserting quickly.”
— Henry Perez, Chief Operating Officer, FSSI
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A more intelligent view into your operations
starts here
ClarityTM and DirectViewTM
Move from insight
to action faster
with Clarity™
Gain transparency
across your print and mail
operation with intelligent insight
to help drive maximum operational
performance, efficiencies and cost
savings. Adding Clarity to your
operation enables predictive and
collaborative course correction
with greater insight into the
interaction between machines,
jobs and operators.
• Gain precision in your decisions
with 24/7 visibility.
The revamped DirectView™ user interface features on-screen, bold color-coded
displays that show real-time progress towards job completion. If a current job’s
completion status changes, the operator is alerted as are supervisors that
monitor production. Operators can quickly check a list of prioritized alarms to
see the specific problem and take corrective action.

• Understand the root cause
of operational issues across
system, workcell, operators
or workflow.
• Optimize capacity planning to
meet SLAs.
• Meet stringent requirements for
regulatory and data security.

Where industry-leading support meets successful outcomes
BlueCrest offers worldclass support and
comprehensive services
that optimize your Epic inserting
system. You can count on BlueCrest
Global Services to address your
unique operational needs.
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• Leverage the proven skills and
expertise of our dedicated global
team for best-in-class installation,
integration and implementation
services.
• Achieve optimal performance with
industry leading technical and
maintenance support.

• Ensure maximum system uptime
through real-time insights and
predictive analytics that enable our
global experts to make informed
decisions and quickly resolve
performance issues.

Configure Epic® to meet your unique
needs.
Epic’s productivity and revenue
enhancing capabilities include:
• Continuous form and cut sheet
input processing
• High-speed, multi-stream merging with auto
resynchronization
• Integrity scanning and
document match
• 100% variable full-color insert and envelope printing
• Output integrity verification
• Postal metering
• Booklet feeding

No need to compromise between
high-speed letter processing and flats.
The Epic inserter consistently delivers
accurate high-integrity results for simple
and complex transactional processing.
“The speed of the Epic® has significantly
increased our daily capacity without us
having to incur additional personnel or
overtime costs.”

• Dynamic stitching
• ADF Solutions

— Large Service Provider in US

Our modular, platform meets your needs now and in the future as it makes future
upgrades simple.
Epic Select

Epic

Plus Speed Option

Tri fold

Up to 21K

Up to 21K

Up to 24K

Half fold

Up to 18K

Up to 18K

Up to 21K

Flats

N/A

Up to 14K

Up to 16K
(Epic only)

Feeders

Rotary, Friction

Rotary, Friction, Booklet

Format

Continuous &
Cut sheet

Plus Option
The Plus speed option available on both the Epic and Epic Select allows you to process jobs up to 14% faster without
compromising precision material control and accuracy.
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BlueCrest Inc.
37 Executive Drive
Danbury, CT 06810
For more information, call 877-406-7704
or visit us online: bluecrestinc.com
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